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INTRODUCTION.

The following report represents an attempt to adapt

the principles of forest management as presented in the

Forest Management, Forest Valuation, and Forest Industry

Economy at the University of Michigan School of Forestry

to the preparation of a management plan for a block of

northern hardwood timber in Eastern Wisconsin.
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I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.

A. "The attached stand table represents average conditions

of stocking on a 5500-acre block of the Menominee Indian

Reservation in Wisconsin. Under authorization of Congress,

the timber on the reservation is to be harvested under a

sustained yield plan of management and the logs manufactured

in the Menominee Mill at Neopit,the products being sold for

the benefit of the tribe.

Stocking. It is recognized that the heavy stocking that

exists in the uncut virgin stands is not necessary or to be

desired under management. Cutting plans will,therefore,aim

to reduce current stocking in the light of anticipated growth.

and existing overmaturity of the stands.

Cutting Cycle. An effective cutting cycle of 15 years is

to be adopted on all areas. Areas for which plans are drafted

may. be cut over in a shorter period than the cycle when nec-

essary but will not be out again for a period of 15 years.

Objectives of Management.

A. Size of timber to be grown. Not definite. The reservat-

ion is large and an excess of mature timber is available.For

the present, at least, timber from 25 to 30 inches d.b.h. is

the objective.

B. Species composition. Hemlock is a low value species and

therefore every effort will be made to reduce the represent-

ation of this species in the residual stands. Itis recognized

that it may not be desirable silviculturally or possible econ-

omically entirely to eliminate this species."
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The present composition of "other species" is as follows:

Maple --------------30%
Birch --------------- 30%
Basswood & Pine --- 20%
Elm & Misc.spp.---- 20%

Growth. Stuaxies of growth for this block indicate that,under

management, a growth rate of 0.2 inches per year can be ant-

icipated.

a. Estimate the cut per acre of each species by size class-

es and by number of trees and volume in ft.b.m. that can be

removed from the block during the first cycle.

b. Estimate in a similar manner the cut per acre at the

time of the next cutting cycle,

c. The foregoing estimates and calculations are to be neat-

ly prepared for attachment to a report to the Office of Indian

Affairs."



PER ACRE STAND TABLE FOR
ft.b.m.

BLOCK.

Hemlock
Trees B.A.

Other spp.
Trees B.A.

Totals.
Trees - B.A.D.B.H._ _, _ _T

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30$

5.5
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.8
3.2
2.8
2.1
1.5
1.0
1.0

3.00
3.14
4.28
5.60
6.71
7.00
7.40
6.60
5.54
4.28
5.59

8.0
6.0
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.2
2.7
2.2
1.5
1.0
1.0

4.36
4.71
5.34
6.30
7.06
7.00
7.13
6.91
5.54
4.28
5.59

13.5 ,7.36
10.0 7.85

9.0 9.62
8.5 11.90
7.8 13.77
6.4 14.00
5.5 14.53
4.3 13.51
3.0 11.08
2.0 8.56
2.0 11.18

72.0 123.36Total 32.9 59.14 39.1 64.22

Hemlock Other spp.
Vol/Tree Vol/Class Vol/tree V/C ass Stand

Total Vol.D.B.H.

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30 #-

30
80

130
190
270
360
480
620
770
910

1210

165
320
520
760

1025
1150
1345
1300
1155
910

1210

30
90

150
210
280
360
440
530
630
740

1030

240
540
750
945

1120
1150
1190
1170

945
740

1030

405
860

1270
1705
2145
2300
2535
2470
2100
1650
2240

Totals 9860 9820 19680
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III. SUMMARY OF REPORT.

A. Discussion of Management Plan.

1. Method of determining volume of out in 1st. cycle.

The stand was classified into seven cyclic age-

groups based on the percentage of basal area of the aver-

age size trees that would be present if the stand were a

normal even-aged stand. The harvest cut that can be taken

is the volume in ft.b.m. contained in the oldest age-class.

Thinnings can be removed from the remaining groups at the

same time of the harvest out. Only enough trees are left in

these younger age-classes to supply the proper sq.ft.B.A.

at the time of the next harvest out in 15 years. The .2"

growth rate is assumed to include a deduction for mortal-

ity.

2. Method of estimating volume of cut in 2nd. cycle.

The harvest out will come from the trees left in

age-group VII at the time of the first cut. This group

was number VI just before the ist. cycle. Thinnings are

assumed to remain approximately the same as before but are

16.5% less because of the reduction in stocking during the

ist. cycle. But as all defect is assumed to be eliminated

at this time, the net effect is an increase of 3.5%. The

percentage composition is now 70% hardwoods and only about

30% hemlock. The stand table attached will now apply with-

out making any deductions for cull.
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3. Silvicultural justification of cutting plan.

The cut during the first cycle takes approximately

50% of thq stand by volume and about 70% of the hemlock. In

the light of current literature, this does not appear to be

too heavy a cut. A heavy improvement cutting comparable to

the cut indicated by the basal area control method in a

similar stand resulted in satisfactory reproduction.and.an

increased growth rate.(Zillgitt,W.M. ,1947.) Tbi a-,conteation

is also born out by the findings of other workers testing

the applicability of the selection method of cutting north-

ern hardwoods.(Eyre & Neetzel,1939). In actual practice

the marking should attempt to practice good silviculture in

following the basal area control methods.

B. Summary of the Estimated Stumpage Recovery Values.

1. First Cutting Cycle.
per Acre Total

Hemlock-------------------#28.40 ----$156,200
Maple --------------------- 5.50 ---- 30,250
Birch----------------------7.80 ---- 42,900
Basswood .& Pine ---------- 6.10 ---- 33,550
Elm & Misc.spp.------------3.10 ---- 17,100

Totals $50.90 ---- $280,000

2. Second & Subsequent Cutting Cycles.

per Acre Total

Hemlock -------------------*14.10 ---- # 80,900
Maple---------------------- 22.20 ---- 122,000
Birch-------------------- 29.80 ---- 164,000
Basswood & Pine------------ 22.80 ---- 125,400
Elm & Misc.spp.------------2.80--- 70,400

Totals #102.30 ----4562,700
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C. Recommendations as to Aportionment of Funds.

1. Credit to Tribal Profit Fund for Distribution.

60% of Total Stumpage Recovery $= 168,000.

2. Reserve for Contingencies.

40% of Total Stumpage Re covery = $112,000.

D. Book Value at end of First Cutting Period.

60% of Present Worth after Cutting = $561,000.
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IV. PREPARATION OF A BASAL AREA CONTROL TABLE.

A. Present stand condition.
The attached stand and stock table representing the

average conditions on the entire 5500-acres indicates

clearly that extreme overstocking obtains. Approximately

182 sq.ft.B.A. is occupying an acre that should carry a

maximum of about 150 sq.ft. Also, 50% of the block by

volume consists of low-value hemlock. The proposed plan

will attempt to reduce stocking and to increase the per-

centage composition of the high-value hardwood species.

The full explanation of the use of even-age yield-

tables in the preparation of all-age control tables is

beyond the scope of this report,but can be found in the

text, Management of American Forests, by D.M.Matthews.

B. In selecting the most feasible normal yield-table it

was found that the above site and location most nearly

matched the best site as described by Gevorkiants and

Duerr(Jour.For.vol.35,p.342). The following graph of the

basal area over d.b.h. depicts the normal stand.

In accordance with the following data the control

table was divided into seven cyclic age-groups:

1. Expected growth rate of .2" per year.

2. A cutting cycle of 15 years.

3. Minimum cruise limit of 10" d.b.h.

4. Present objective to harvest 25" - 30" timber.

No. of cyclic age-groups = 30" - 10" = 7 Age-Groups.
15 yrs. x .2"
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The probable average diameters of trees falling into

each age-group were estimated. The basal area that a

fully stocked acre of trees of the average diameter

should carry was read from the basal area curve. The

percent of B.A. to be allotted to each age-group was

determined and tabulated below.

D.Construction of basal area control table.

BASAL AREA CONTROL TABLE.

Age-Group

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

D.B.H.

10-13

13-16

16-19

19-22

22-25

25-28

28-31

Aver.

D.B. H.

11.5

14.5

17.5

20.5

23.5

26.5

29.5

B.A.

115

134

149

162

172

178

180

1090

% B.A.

10.5

12.5

13.7

14.9

15.8

16.3

16.5

100.0

The above control table will now be used to predict

the allowable harvest cut and also to prepare a classified

stand and atock table by cyclic age-groups.
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D. Calculation of harvest cut,list. cutting period and prep-

aration of classified stand and stock table.

HELO.[C&.

Age-Group VII B.A. sq. ft. No.Trees Vol. ft.b.m.

B. A.Required 9.76 1 1210
From 30" class_
Bal. from 28" class.1
% from 28" class =.97 5
No. trees from 28"class 1 910
Vol. from 28" class

Totals: Age-Group VII 2 2120

Age-Group VI
B. A. Required 9.64
From 26" class 5.541.5 1155
$. from 24" class 4.10-
% from 24" class=. 622
No. trees from 24" class 1.3 805
Vol. from 24" class. --- ___-

Totals: Age a-Group VI 2.8 196o

Age-Group V
B. A. Required. 935
From 24" class .8 495
B al. from 22" class5
% from 22" class=.926
No. trees from 22" class 2,06
Vol. from 22" class 15

Totals: Age-Group =V 3.4 1745

Age-Group IV
B. A. Requi red 8.81
From 22" class= .55 92 95
From 20" class=7.00 3.2 1150
Bal. from 18" class 1.26
% from 18" class-.188
No. trees fromm 18" class .7 190
Vol. from 18" class

Totals: Age -Group IV 41134.1 1435
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HEMLOCK -con't.

B. Asqe ft. No. Trees Vol. ft. b.m.

Age-Group III
B. A. Required 8.10
From 18" class5.5 3.1 835
Bal. from 16" class 26% from 16" class=.4x73
No. trees from 16"class 1.9 360
Vol.from 16" class

Totals: Age-Group III 5.0 1195

Age-Group II
B. A. Required 7.27
From 16" class 2.9521 1
Bal. frogp 14" class 4.32% from 14"olass=.987 4.0 520
No, trees from 14"class

Vol. from 14" class

Totals: Age-Group II 6.1 920

Age-Group I
From 12" class 3.00 4.0 320
From 10" class 3.14 5.5 165

Totals: Age-Group I 6.14 9.5 485
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"OTHER" SPECIES.

B. A.sq. ft. No.Trees Vol. ft.b.m.

Age -Group Vii
B. A.Required. 10.60
From 30"class=5. 59 1.0 1030
From 28" cass &2 9871.0 740
Bal. from 26" class .73
% from 26" class=.l32
No. trees from 26" class *2
Vol. from 26" class 125

Totals: Age-Group VII 2.2 1895

Age-Group VI
B. A. Required 10.47
From 26" class4,8 1.3 820
Bal. from 24" class 5.6b
% from 24" class=.819
No.tgees from 24" class 1.8
Vol. from 24" class95

Totals: Age-Group VI 3.1 1775

Age -Group V
B.A. Requi red 10.15
From 24' class =1.25 8.38 .4 215
From 22" class=7.13___ 2.7 1190
Bal. from 20" class 1977
% from 20" class=.253
No. trees from 20" class 68
Vol. from 20" class 290

Totals: Age-Group V 3.9 1695

Age-.Group IV
B. A. Required 9.56
From 20' class 52 2.4 860
Bal. from 18" Class.33
% from 18" class=.6l3
No. trees from 18" class 2.5
Vol. from 18" class 700

Totals: Age-Group IV 4916a.9 1560
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"OTHER" SPECIES con't.

B. A. sq. ft. No.Trees Vol. t. b. m.

Age-Group III
B. A. Rec ,uired 8.80
From 18 ' class 2.73 1.5 420
Ba1.from 16" class 6.07% from 16" class=.964
No. trees from 16" class 4.3
Vo1.from 16" class 95

Totals : Age-sroup III 5,8 1325

Age-Group II
B. A. Reaui red 7.90
From 16 class 9 27 5.61 92 140
From 14" class =5.34 ___ 5.0 750
Bal. from 12" class 2.29% from 12" class-. 4X86
No. trees from 12"class 299
Vol. from 12" class ___260

Totals: Age-Group II 8.1 1050

Age-Group I
From 12" class 2. 42 3.1 280
From 10" class 4+.36 8.0 240

Totals: Age.-croup I 6781.526.78 11.1 520
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V. Estimation of cut per acre of each species by size classes
and by number of trees during the 1st. cutting period.

A. Harvest Out.

The harvest out as indicated by the classified stand and

stock table is 2120 ft.b.m. of hemlock and 1895 ft.b.m. from

the "other" species. This cut is tabulated as follows:

Species No. Trees Volume

Hemlock 2.00 2120 ft.b.m.
Maple .66 568
Birch .66 568
Basswood & Pine .44 379
Elm & Misc. spp. 744 379

Totals 4.2 4015

This indicated out is a gross volume based on a gross

stand table, so the above volumes must be reduced by 20%

because of defect presently existing in the stands. The

net harvest cut will be approximately 3220 ft.b.m.

B. Thinnings.

1. Reduction to proper stocking.

The additional volume that can be removed in the form

of thinnings will be governed by the degree of stocking that

is deemed necessary to insure crown closure. The figure of

150 sq.ft.B.A. per acre has been put forward by D.M.Matthews

(Mgmt.AmFor.p.30) as an average maximum density for similar

stands. This figure is closely born out by the use of the

data in our basal area control table based on work by Gevork-.

iantz and Duerr(1937). By averaging the results obtained

from the above two sources,an average figure of 103 sq.ft.B.A.

for the merchantable portion of our stand was selected .

The percentages used in our control table are used to figure

the following proposed basal areas for each age-group.
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Age-Group

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

% B.A.

10.5

12.3

13.7

14.9

15.8

16.3

16.5

100.0 %

Proposed B.A.

10.8

12.7

14.1

15.3

16.3

16.8

17.0

103.0 sq.ft.

3. Estimation of number of trees to leave for next cut.

Trees in group VI now average 25" d.b.h.,and,as the

growth rate is .2" per year, they should average 28" in

15 years. But this group is only required to carry 17.0

sq.ft.B.A. 15 years from now instead of the present 20.11

sq.ft. Thus the number of trees necessary to leave from

group VI to carry over until the next cutting cycle can be

calculated as follows:

17.0 sq.ft.B.A. -. 17.0
4 Trees.

sq.ft.B.A.of a 28"tree 4.26

The number of trees necessary to leave in each group

has been calculated and tabulated on the following pages.

The estimated thinnings,coming as much as possible from

the hemlock species, using the gross volumes from the stand

table are tabulated and follow on the next pages.
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TABLE NO. I

Number of Trees to Leave for 2nd. Cycle.

Age-Group
Now

vi:

V

IV

III

II

I

B. A. Req.
2nd C. C.

17.0

16.8

16.3

15.3

14.1

.12.7
92.2

Exp. d.b.h.
2nd C.C.

28"

25"

22"

19.5"

16.5"

13.5"

B. A. per
Tree

4.26

3.41

2.64

2.07

1.47

.994

No. ofT rees
to leave

4.0

4.9

6.2

7.4

9.6

12.8
44.9
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TABLE NO. 2

TOTAL ALLOWABLE CUT DURING THE lst. CYCLE.

Gross
Harvest Cut :(Age-Group VII) Vol.tft.b. m.

Hemlock------------------2120
"Other" spp. ......------------------------ 1895

Thinnings : All Hemlock.

Age Group VI (5.9 - 4.0) ,2 5ttree s
4690 x 1.9 ----------------------- 1300

Age Group V (7.3 - 4.9) ,22" trees
4480 x 2.4------------------1150

Age Group IV (9.0 - 6.2) ,19 "tree s
4310 x2*8-----------------870

Age Group 111 (10.8 - 7.4) ,16"treees

@190 x 3.4 --------- 630

Age Group ii (14.2 - 9.6) ,14+"tree s
@130 x4.6-----------------600

Age Group i(20.6 -12.8) ,1l"tree s
@a55 x7.8 --------- _----r-_------------430

Gross Total Cut------9000 ft.b. m.

Allowance for defect ---- x .8
Net Total Cut ----------- 7200 fft. b. m.
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VI. Estimation of Cut during 2nd, and Subs'quent Cycles.

A. Harvest Cut.

The harvest cut at the time of the 2nd, cycle will

come from the 4 trees left in age-group VI at the time

of the first cutting period. These trees will carry 17.0

sq.ft.B.A. and a volume of approximately 3100 ft.b.m. as

indicated by the stand table aswe have assumed elimination

of all defect by this time. The net harvest out is:

Hemlock ---- .9 trees x 910 ft.b.m. = 819 ft.b.m.

"Other" ---- 3.1 trees x 740 ft.b.m. 2294 ft.b.m.

Total Net Harvest Cut =3113 ft.b.m.

B. Thinnings.

Total stocking will be reduced by 16.5% during the 1st

cutting cycle, thus the total amount available for thinning

is correspondingly decreased. Stand composition has been

altered because of our policy in thinning the hemlock so

heavily. The present composition will be about 70% northern

hardwoods and only 30% hemlock by species. Probable volumes

available for thinnings can be calculated as follows:

Hemlock = 4980ft.b.m. x .835 x .30 = 1250 ft.b.m.

Other sp.= 4 98Oft.b.m. x .835 x..70 = 2910 ft.b.m.

Net Thinnings = 4160 ft.b.m.

C. Total Cut by Species.

Hemlock---------------------- 2.0 M.ft.b.m.
Maple ------------------------ 1.5
Birch ------------------------1.5
Basswood & Pine-------------- 1.0
Elm & Misc. spp.--------------1.0

Total - 7.0 M.ft.b.m.
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Part II. Logging Plan and Basic Cost Data.

"The block comprises the timbered portions of Sections
19,20,21,28,29,30,31,32,and 33 of Township T30N R15E. The
main logging road from the mill at Neopit has been construct-
ed to the southeast corner of section 31 and located to run
north from this corner following the west boundary of sect-
ions 31,30,and 19. The road distance from the S.W. corner of
section 31 to the mill is 7 miles.

To log this area this main road will have to be const-
ructed north to the N. W. corner of section 19 and spur roads
constructed east into the aforementioned sections.

The timber will be skidded by tractors and teams to
spur roads and loaded on trucks for transport to the mill.
Loading will be accomplished by the ordinary A-frame jammers
powered by teams. The topography is such that roads can be
constructed on any desired spacing. Landings will be close-
ly spaced and their cost will be negligible and therefore
included in the following estimates of road construction
cost. Due to the close spacing of landings all road spacing
calculations can be based on direct skidding.

Felling and Bucking.

Two man crews will be used. Cost is estimated as below:

A. Direct labor Cost er 8-hour da
2 men @ 84 per hour 012.80
10% allow, portal to portal pay 1.28
20% indust.comp.,ins.,etc. 2.82

B. Indirect costs
Supplies & Maintenance 1.00
Depreciation tools .25
Direct Supervision & Overhead 3.00

21.15
Cost per man-hour =21.15/16= 41.32

Estimated production per man-hour:
Hemlock ----- 0.4 M.ft.b.m.
Other sp.---- 0.3 M.ft.b.m.

Ski ddino.
Machine Rate for Teams:

Teamster and t-time swamper @80#
Social Security and IND.COMP.20%_
10% allow.for portal to portal
Depreciation team and harness
Feed and care of team

Total
Rate per min.= 3.5

Per Hour
$1.20

.24

.14

.20
.32

$2.10
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Average fixed time per turn ------------------- 3.6 min.
Average round trip time per station------------ 1.0
Average load --- 140 ft.b.m.

Machine Rate for Tractors: Per Hour
Driver @ 1.25 1.25
Hooker @ .90 .90
Social security,etc. @ 20% .43
10% allowance for portal to portal .26
Depreciation and supplies and maintenance 3.76

Total #6.60
Cost per minute -- 11#
average fixed time per turn ---- 7 min.

" round trip time per sta.-.8 min.
" load ---- 700 ft.b.m.

LOADING.

Skidding teams will power jammers as trucks arrive at
loading points. The estimated loading rate is 15 minutes per
M. ft.b.m. The regular skidding machine rate will apply to
the cost of loading.

HAULING.

A machine rate for the trucks which will be used on the
operation follows. Unloading and delay time at the mill is
estimated to be 15 minutes per trip on the average.

Lake States Region Machine Rates for Logging Trucks:
Fixed Cost per hour-------------- #1.99
Operating Cost per hour ---------- 1.26

Hauling Cost per Hour - $3.25

average load --- hemlock 2.5 M. ft.b.m.
other sp 2.0 "

ROAD CONSTRUCTION.

The main logging road already constructed cost *10,000
per mile and maintenance costs are 4200 per mile annually.
The additional main road required is to be built to the same
standard and costs are estimated to be the same. As the oper-
ation is essentially on a sustained yield basis this road
investment is not to be amortized. Maintenance costs plus
6% on the capital cost are to be charged against the annual
cut.

Trucks can maintain an average round trip speed on this
main road of 20 m.p. h.
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BRANCH ROADS.

These roads are to be semi-permanent in character and
are estimated to cost #1000 per mile. An average round
trip of 12 m.p.h. is estimated for these spur roads.

The entire cost of these spur roads is to be charged
off against the cut of the first cycle. It is estimated
that they can be put in condition for future use at the time
of the next cut at a cost of $200 per mile.

OVERHEAD COSTS.

It is estimated that overhead and general suprvision
cost chargeable to the woods operations will be 30,000 per
year.

The cost of the logs at the mill will be estimated sep-
arately for hemlock and "other" species on the basis of a
net outturn of 80% of the gross scale and production at the
rate required by the mill.

PRODUCTION.

The mill is estimated to require approximately 14,000
M. ft.b.m. net log scale per year for the next few years.

The stand is known to be over-mature and it is estimated
that defect in the stands currently ready for cut will re-
duce the scaled volume at the mill to 80% of the gross log
scale.

Therefore, all logging costs will have to be increased
in proportion to the reduction of net scale to 80% of gross
upon which logging costs have been calculated. Production
will be planned to deliver approximately 14,000 M. ft.b.m.
net logscale at the mill."
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LOGGING COST CALCULATIONS.

First Cutting Cycle.

Felling & Bu ck~i nz.
^-c z '^

Hemlock 

--- Iother" --

Jl32per our.
+7Jii per hr.

41.32 per. hr.-

*3. 30/M

$*4e40/M4.3Mper hr.
=

LOADING.

x.035/min. x 15 min./M 0 0. 52/M4

Sta~ndby and Delay at MillPar V VMii%4 _F ."

Hemlock: 9/r_ 1 ~/rp
60 min 2.5 N/load

"Other" : $1,099 /hr x 15 mifl

60 inr2.0 1M/load

*0. 20/14

#0.25/14

S tanclbv w~hi eLot h niir.
_ .ii~ .. iii J6 %-A iJW16*%A.LJ.A^o

i. 19 9 per hour
60 mn

x 15 min per 14.: 60,o50/14

Fie kddigTeas.

x.O35 per min.

.140 14/load
x 3.6 min per t.:*0.90/14

Variable SkiddingK - TeamBs

*.035 per min.
.140 1/load x

1 mmn per s ta. #0.25/M4

Fixed kiTriaTctors.

x.11ol il i per turn
.7 M/turn nnprtn

4#1,10/14
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Variable Skidding - Tractors.

,11 per min x .8 min per sta. 01l.l0/M
.7 M/load

Road And Equipment Spacing - Combined Operation.

D =-F' - F - Break-even skidding dist.
c - c' between teams & tractors.

X1010 - .090 * 1.6 stations.
# .25 - .126

Economic Road Spacing using Team & Tractor Skidding.

S =. .33-1000- 4 x 25~ xl1.62 -(4 x 1.62)
9M x 12.6# 12.6y

S 16.8 Stations between roads.

Total Skidding Cost - Teams.

Fixed Charge --------------------# .90

Variable Chg. C --- .25x1.6/2 .20

1.10

Weighted in % to vol.: 2DX 1.10 # .21/14
S

Total Skidding Cost - Tractors.

Fixed Charge-------------------*#1.10

Variable Chg. C x S/24- D -- .63
2

1.73

Weighted in % to vol.: S 2D #1.40/M

Spur Road Construction Cost.

R # .55/M
12.1 x 9m x 16.8 sta.
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Main Road Construction and Maintenance.

$800 per yr,
9M4 x 1833 acres/yr.

x10 mi. *=48/14w

HauingChaaeon Spur ,.Roads.

Hemlock: 2 x HCO MMI x mi.)
mph x load

2x825am12mph x 2.M x 1.5 miles =

2 j , 5-_-x 1.5 miles -

12mph x 2.04

*.32/M4

"Other":
0 .41/M4

Hauling Charge on Main Road.

Hemlock:

"Other":

8j miles

81 mi les

2 x , L.25
20mph x 2.5M4

x2 x g3, 25 _..
20omph x 2 .014

*1.10/4

* 1.38/M4

Overhead and Supervision.

#30,000 per year
9 MI/ acre x 1833 acres

= *1.82/4.
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B. LOGGING COST CALCULATIONS - 2nd. 4 Subsq. Cycles.

" In calculating costs and recovery values for the 2nd.
and subsequent cycles use the same basic costs as those
for the first cycle but remember that branch roads will not
have to be rebuilt, but only reconditioned at a cost of
*200 per mile.

No reduction in gross scale need be made for defect in
estimating the cut and value of the 2nd and subsq. cycles."

All costs previously calculated remain unchanged except

those varying with volume per acre. A maintenance charge,

only, can be charged against the cut for spur roads. The

following costs must be recalculated.

Spur Road Maintenance.

*200
12.1 x 7M x 16.8 sta. = # ,14/M

Main Road Construction & Maintenance,

10 mi. x ± 800=e 
- * .62/M

7M x 1 833 scree

Overead ndSuerision.

J30.000
7M x 1833acres - #2.34/M
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SUMMARY OF LOGGING COSTS.
per M.

Felling and Bucking

Loading

Standby while Loading

Unloading & Delay at Mill

Team Skidding

Tractor Skidding

Spur Road Construction

Spur Road Maintenance

Main Road Const.& Maint.

Hauling on Spur Roads

Hauling on Main Roads

Overhead & Supervision

Totals

Net Cost

Gross
lt C. C.

X3.30 $4.40

.52 .52

.50 .50

.20 .25

.21 .21

1.40 1.40

.55 .55

Net
2nd C. C.

*3.30 #4.40

.52 .52

.50 .50

.20 .25

.25 .25

1.40 1.40

.48

.32

1.10

1.82

#10.40

4 .8

$13.00

.48

.41

1.38

1.82

$11.92
;. 8

$14.90

.14

.62

.32

1.10

2.34

$10.65

.14

.62

.41

1.38

2.34

#12.17
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VIII. Stumpage Recovery Values per M ft.b.m. and per acre.

A. Log Values.

"For the purpose of appraising the value of this
block of timber, logs will be charged to the mill
at the following prices net log scale:

Hemlock ----------------- #18.00 per M.ft.b.m.
Maple ------------------- 27.00 ~

Birch -------------------- 32.00 N
Basswood & Pine---------- 35.00 n
Elm and Misc. ------------ 25.00 n "

B. The stumpage recovery values calculated and tabulated

on the following page are an estimate of the probable

recovery values per M. and per acre. These values are

seemingly conservative. Based on a gross harvest cut

of 4 M.ft.b.m. per acre the cut allowed by the Von Man-

tel formula is 4.3 M.ft.b.m.

The cut for the 2nd and subsequent cycles and the re-

covery values resulting therefrom were predicted merely

to provide a base for calculating the book value of the

property after the first cutting period. Actually, by

the time the second out comes up, more complete data

should be available as to stand composition and stock-

ing. The tentative cut can then be adjusted to conform

with conditions on the ground. Any short-cut method of

determining the immediate volume to cut should not be

considered inflexible, but should be used as a guide

until more and better information is available.
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NET STUMPAGE RECOVERY VALUES.

First Cutting Cycle.

Hemlock

Maple

Birch

Bass.& Pine

Elm & Misc.

Re c, M

O5. 00

12.10

17.10

20.10

10.10

Totals

Immom dmlw
VolIA,
5. 680M

*456

. 456

.304

.304

7.200M

mmmmmlwmmlwRe c/A.

$28.40

5.50

7.80

6.10

3.10

$50.90

Total
#156,200

30,250

42,900

33,550

17,100

$280,000

... _..

Second and Subs g. Cycles.

Hemlock

Maple

Birch

Bass.& Pine.

Elm & Misc.

S7. 35

14.83

19.83

22.83

12.83

Totals

mft-mmwwmm
Vol/A,
2.0 M

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

7.0 M

mm. Re c/ A,

'J14-70

22.20

29.80

22.80

12.80

#102.30

Total
$ 80,900
122,000

164,000

125,400

70,400

X562,700
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IX. Distribution of Stumpage Recovery - First Cutting Period.

A. Credit to Tribal Profit Fund.

#280,000 x .60 X 168,000 Total Credit.

*50.90 x .60 = 30.54 per acre Credit.

B. Reserve for contingencies.

*280,000 x .4+0 *112,000 Total Reserve.

*50.90 a .40 $ 20.36 per acre Reserve.

X. Book Value of Block After First Cutting Period.

P.W= lO.(O4-1) 4
.04 x'1.04 1 5 T

P.vw. _$177 +

P. W. = X512/3 acres

pow* _ *170 per acre

.0o4 '..o4 3  1. 0415

*355

Book Value =X170 x 5500 A. x .60 = 561,000.
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Forestry 1

Problem Number 1

The attached stand table represents average conditions of stock-
ing on a 5500-acre block of the Menominee Indian Reservation in Wis-
consin. Under authorization from Congress, the timber on the Reserva-
tion is to be harvested under a sustained yield plan of management and
the logs manufactured in the Menominee Mill at Neopit, the products being
sold for the benefit of the tribe.

It will be assumed that the management at Neopit has adopted the
policy of drafting a management plan for each block that it proposes
to cut over and that a plan is to be drafted for this block in the
lig1,t of the following data:

Stocking. It is recognized that the heavy stocking that. exists
in the uncu virgin stands is not necessary or to be desired under
management. 'Cutting plans wi11, therefore, aim to reduce current
stocking in the light of anticipated growth and existing overmaturity
of the stands.

Cutting c le. An effective cutting cycle of 15 years is to be
adopts on a areas. Areas for which plans are drafted may be cut
over in a shorter period than the cycle when necessary but will not
be cut again for a period of 15 years.

Objectives Of Management

A. Size of timber to be grown. Not definite. LTe reserva-
ion Is large an an excess of mature timber is available.

For the present, at least, timber from 25 to 30 inches d.b.ho
will be the objective.

B. Species composition. Hemlock is a low value species and
therefore every eort will be made to reduce the represent-
ation of this species in the residual stands. It is rec-
ognized, however, that it may not be .desirable silvicultur-
ally or possible economically entirely to eliminate this
species.

The present composition of "other species" is as follows:

maple ---- .30

.Birch --- - 30%

Basswood & Pine --- 20%
Elm and Miscellaneous --- 20%.

Growth.Studies of growth for this block indicate that, under
management, a growth rate of 0.2 inches per year can be anticipated.

A. Estimate the out per acre of each species by size classes and
by number of trees and volume in ft. b.m. that can be
removed from this block during the first cycle.

B. Estimate in a similar manner the cut per acre at the time
the next cutting cycle.



Logging Plan and Basic Coat Data.

The block comprises the timbered portions of Sections 19, 20, 21,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33 of Township T30NR15E. The main logging
road from the mill at Neopit has been constructed to the southwest
corner of Section 31 and located to run north from this corner follow-
ing the west boundary of Sections 31, 30, and 19. The road distance
from the S.v;. corner of Section 31 to the mill is 7 miles.

To log this area this main road will have to be constructed north
to the N.Y;. corner of Section 19 and spur roads constructed east into
the aforementioned sections.

The timber will be skidded by tractors and teams to spur roads and
loaded on trucks for transport to tre mill. Loading will be accomplished
by the ordinary A-frame jammers powered by teams. The topography is
such that roads can be constructed on any desired spacing. Landings
will be closely spaced and their cost will be negligible and there-
fore included in the following estimates of road construction cost.
Due to the close spacing of landings all road spacing calculations can
be based on direct skidding.

Felling and Buoking

Two man crews will be used. Cost is estimated as follows:
- Cost per hour d

A. Direct labor
2 men at 80 cents per hour
Plus 10% allowance for portal. to portal
pay-

Plus 20% industrial comp. ins., etc.

B. Indirect costa
Supplies and maintenance
Depreciation tools
Direct supervision and overhead

Total

Cost per man-hour -- 21.15/16. 5 l.32

Estimated production per man-hour:

Hemlock -- 0.4 M ft. b.m.
Other app. -- 0.3 K ft. b.m.

Skidding

Machine Rate for teams ;

Teamster and 1/2 time swamper @ .80
Social security and ind. comp. etc. at 20%
10% allowance for portal to portal pay
Depreciation team and harness
Feed and care of team

Total
Rate per min. - 3.5 cents

$12.80

I.28
2.82

1.00
0.25
3.00

~~1T.~5

Per Hour

1.20
0024
0014
0.20
0.32
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Average fixed time per turn
t round trip time per station
"I load - 140 ft. bom.

!achine rate for tractor:

Driver @ 1.25
Hooker @ .90

Social security, etc. @ 20%
10% allowance for portal to portal pay
Depreciation and supplies and maintenance tractor

Total

3.6 mins o
100 "

Per Hour

1.25
o90

0.4x3
0026
3.76

6.60

7.0 mine.
0.8 "

Rate per min. - .1ol1
average fixed time per turn

"t round trip speed per station
Average load 700 ft. b.m

Loading

Skidding teams will power jammers as trucks arrive at loading
points, The estimated loading rate is 15 minutes per M ft. bam.
The regular skidding team machine rate will apply to the cost of
lo&ding.

Haulin

A machine rate for the trucks which will be used on the operation
is attached hereto. Unloading and delay time at the mill is estimated
at .5 minutes per trip on the average.

Road Construction

The main logging road already constructed cost $10,000 per mile
and maintenance costs are $200 per mile annually. The additional
main road required is to be built to the same standard and costs are
est:.mated to be the same. As the operation is essentially- on a sus-
tair.ed yield basis this road investment is not to be amortized0
Maintenance costs plus 6% on the capital cost are to be charged
ag:.rinst the annual cuto0

Trucks can maintain an average round trip speed on this main
road of 20 mop.h.

Branch roadso These roads are to be semi-permanent in character
and are estimated to cost $1000 per mile. An average speed of 12 mph
is cstmated for these spur roads.

The entire cost of these ^pur roads i. to be charged off against
the cut of the first cycle. Itis estimated that they can be put in
condition for future use at the time of the next cut at a cost of
t2CC per mile0
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The mill is estimated to require approximately 14000 M ft. b.m
net log scale per year for the next few years.

The stand is known to be over-mature and it is estimated that
defe.t in the stands currently ready for cut will reduce the scaled.
volunw e at the mill to 80% of the gross log scale.

Therefore, all logging costs will have to be increased in
proportion to the reduction of net scale to 80% of gross upon which
Logging costs have been calculated. Production will be planned to
deli °er at least 14000 M ft. b.m. net logscale at the mill.

Overhead costs

It is estimated that overhead and general supervisional cost
chai-eable to the woods operatbns will be 430,000 per year.

C. Estimate the cost of logs at the mill separately for hemlock
and 'other species" on the basis of a net outturn of 80% of the gross
;cal- and production at the rate required by the mill.

Log Values

For purppoes of agpraising the value of this block of
timlr logs will be chai';ed to the mill at the follw 'i prces net
log scale:

Hemlock Wl8.00 per M Ft. b n.
Maple 27.00 " "
Birch 32.00 "n" " "f
Basswood and pine 35.00 " " " "

Elm and miscellaneous app. 25.00 " "f " "

D. Calculate the total stumpage recovery value from ths block
seps ately for the first and subsequent cutting cycles.

In calculating costs and recovery values for the subsequent
cyclJs use the same basic costs as those for the first cycle but
remember that branch roads will not have to be rebuilt, but only
reccaditioned at a cost of $200 per mile.

No reduction in gross scale need be made for defect in estimat-
ing he cut and value of the second and subsequent cycles.

E. The foregoing estimates and calculations are to be neatly
prei gred for attachment to a report to the Office of Indian Affairs.

This report is to include:

I. A brief discussion of the proposed management plan
indicating or explaining:

a. The method of determining the volume of 'the out of
. the first cycle.
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b. The method of estimating the volume of the cut of
the second and subsequent cycles.

c. Silvicultural justification of the cutting plano

II. A summary of the estimated stumpage recovery values.

II10 Recommendations as to the handling of the funds which Aill
be realized as a result of operations on this block o
timber.

These recommendations have been requested by the Office of
Indian Affairs. This block of timber is carried on the
books of the Tribe at a value of $330,000 a figure based
on a e3 per M stumpage value applied to the approxima--e
gross volume on the block.

The Office of Indian Affairs desires advice specifica .ly
as to:

a. How much of the gross stumpage recovery of the fiL.st
oycle may properly be credited .to the Tribal ProfIt
Fund for distribution?

b., What dispositioi should be made of the balance of the
stV5pag e Vo y Trvenae? '..

c. How and at what value the block should be carried on
the books 'of the Tribe after cutting.

This portion of the report will involve appraisaL of
the block in the light of proper discount and allw-
anoe for risk and may be deferred until after dis
cussion and assigned reading dealing with these raltters.
In other words, all computations are to be satis-
factorily completed before preparing the report,

mr .



LAKE STATES IREGION

IMACHI?-Fl RATE FOR LOGGING TR 1UCK
(Based on 2000 Hour Year anid 3 Year j fe )

Fixed Cotper our

License and Insurance

Registration
Thulic liability:
t~0O0/0,O plus $25,000 Property

Damage,
Co.--Union (1.50 Deductible)
Fi:-t and Theft

4~55*00

52.20
40.0
32.00

2000 hours = 0O.09
v

X>~pre . ati on

Orgi4nal cost
Le 8s tires
L3 s re ack ing value

4-3000.too
400 oO0

200.00

t2400.00 6000 hours 0.40
o*

Tc be depreciated

'F bo r .i--"hiMe" a da.et a). J w - 'V'f.rer.. ::y

Drver ts wages.
So-tial securi it, workmen'sn compensation, etc ., at 20%

Total Fixed Coat per Hour
1025
0.25

0peratin Cost per Hour

Oil at tO.30 per qt . - 10 qts-: every 50 hours
Repairs- average of J500.00 per -year
(W.-easing and Seneral maintenance

n e l (average)-
T!-,L.es - 4!400.00* 1, 000 hoursTotal Oape ra ting Cost per Hour

Hauling Cost per Hour

Aver-- ;e. load " Hemlock 2.5 M ft. b.m.
Other species -- 2.90 IMf t. b.mo

006
0.25
0005-
04.50
0.40

-j, 1026

3025
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